The SilverHawk™ features our patented “Above the Road” (ATR) LiDAR-based speed sensors and is used to enforce in locations with multi-lane, uni or bi-directional traffic with chronic speeding challenges. SilverHawk™ is available in both fixed pole and portable trailer deployment configurations.

**FEATURES:**
- Enforcement equipment is encased in a powder-coated aluminum housing cabinet
- Attaches to pole/mast by simple “candy-cane” bracket enabling deployment within 24 hrs
- Reliable enforcement equipment is accurate within +1/-1 MPH NHTSA Standard

**ADVANTAGES:**
- Ideal for locations where constant monitoring & enforcement is a priority
- Can be specified uni- or bi-directional & is capable of wireless operator control
- Optional surveillance capabilities available

Optotraffic provides the same comprehensive suite of back office support services for all our enforcement systems. These include: citation printing and mailing, call center representatives, systems and software training, lockbox payment processing, pay by web, collections, court docket preparation, financial tracking and custom reporting.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT:**
Phone: (888) 332-8528
Email: info.request@optotraffic.com
www.optotraffic.com